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Offices opened in Richmond, VA and 
Baltimore, MD in November of ’21   
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          Requested and respected by chefs world-wide, Montague’s 
           industry-recognized Excalibur Cooking Suites feature heavyduty 
           quality and a sleek appearance. Individual Montague cooking 
  components combine to create a unitized singular cooking suite with concealed 
  center flues. The Excalibur can be configured with a variety of efficient options 
including convenient Pass-Thru Ovens, Vectaire Convection Ovens and One-Piece Seamless Top and Guard Rails 
to contain spills and simplify cleanups. Controls can be positioned on either side of the island suite and Cook Top 
options can include induction, open top grates, French top, Even Heat Hot Top, Plancha Grills and more 
 

*Manufacturer not represented in all BSE territories 



Unified Brands is pleased to announce their partnership with BSE Mid-Atlantic as 
representatives in Virginia, Maryland, and DC (MAFSI territory 5). The partnership extension 
became official on January 17, 2022. “We’re thrilled that BSE Mid-Atlantic was eager to 
represent Unified Brands in this additional territory,” said Mark Lang, Unified Brands Vice 
President of Sales – East Region. “As our current representative partners in MAFSI territories 
2, 3 and 4, BSE has a proven dedication to and long-standing knowledge of the Unified 
Brands product portfolio. Their new Mid-Atlantic branch makes them a perfect fit for this 
territory extension, and we know they will be an excellent resource for local customers.” 
BSE Mid-Atlantic is an extension of the BSE rep group family, which collectively stretches the 
eastern coastline from upstate New York to Virginia. Their full team consists of 16 sales reps, 
7 chefs and 6 distribution specialists. The Mid-Atlantic team will host local customers in their 
new Hanover, MD, and Mechanicsville, VA, partner test kitchens. BSE also offers a mobile 
training experience in MEL, their mobile equipment lab. They have been a resource to the 
foodservice industry since their inception in 1925.  
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https://www.rpiindustries.com/products/
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• All hand made 
• Incredibly smooth cement finish, for 

tiling - hand tiled 
• Control boxes assembled in house 
• Oven can be put on stand  
• A lot of pride and love goes into this 

oven, all hand done, like in “Roman 
Times.”   
 
 

 

One of the most frequent topics of 
conversation about ovens is the fact 
that they are under-utilized.  This is 
not just a Pizza oven, Marra Forni is a 
cooking dome, a wood fired oven, 
the oldest form of cooking known to 
man…. 
  
Whole Fish, Steak, Sautee, Breakfast, 
Stir-Fry, Chicken Wing…endless 
possibilities 

 

Spec sheets for our newest 

innovation, the Electric Stackable 

Oven Series are now available on 

AQ or by clicking the picture below 
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https://marraforni.com/electric/


2022 PRICE INCREASES  
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• Ice-o-Matic 

 

March 2022 

• Alto-Shaam 

• Champion 

• American 

Panel Blast 

Chillers 

• C.A.C 

 

April 2022 

• Kitchen Aid 

• Mars 

• Marra Forni 

 

May 2022 

• Victory 

• Dormont 

 

*Manufacturers not represented by BSE in all BSE territories 



 We all want to socialize, network and learn, BUT do we need do this at “break the budget” trade shows?  Most manufacturers 

spend hundreds of thousands, even millions on major national trade shows, in metropolitan high cost cities, utilizing large venues with 

exorbitant labor costs.  Who benefits from trade shows other than the organization profiting from the trade show, and the magazines which see 

the event as an opportunity to sell ads?  Most of us participate in trade shows because our competition “scared us into it” or because of an old 

tradition nobody has put a lot of recent thought into.  Simply asked, do we participate in trade shows to grow market share and introduce new 

product or to generally “defend turf?”  Is the budget we spend on trade shows worth the ROI?  Is there a more efficient way to the same end, or 

better?  Do many of us “do trade shows” because we have FOMO?  OH……and how many trade show booths have turned into a bunch of 

video screens anyway, just like we have been learning from on Zoom calls for two years now.   

  

 I just came back from a 550 person MAFSI conference.  I had a blast seeing everyone again and learned a bunch with all the 

speakers and collegial conversation. Cocktails, dinners and laughs, as well as intense and passionate discussions with people I respect and 

enjoy being with.  The video’s and imaging were amazing, and have noticeably improved since COVID forced us to get better at video and 

virtual messaging.  Yes, we are humans and humans need human contact.  We are in the hospitality industry and want to be entertained. 

Foodservice equipment, like many careers, requires constant personal education due to an expanding/changing knowledge base.  Does this 

education really have to be at “break the budget” trade shows?  Do we really absorb the education at trade shows, where we are saying hello, 

eating out late, entertaining customers and “putting on our own show with our own personal brand?”  Are we better off with high quality factory 

visits and focused time?  This can be said for Reps, dealers, consultants and operators.  Are the manufacturers with world class Culinary 

centers onto something, “a better something?”  That MAFSI conference was a few thousand dollars each, during the week, at a convenient 

location with good food, good drink, insightful education, GREAT people and ZERO equipment, booth rental or drayage.  

  

 Who visits trade shows?  Some operators, some dealers and some consultants, but who wants to visit trade shows?  We all 

enjoy it once we get there but who really wants to “lose a weekend” and what do we actually gain from the experience?  Often times, trade 

show visitors are so high up the executive line, they are not the people we need to show our gear, and convince?  Thru pandemic, it has been 

amazing how good we have gotten at virtual demos, virtual sales calls, individual test kitchen visits and targeted small group factory 

visits.  Yes, we are going to visit trade shows and see  those same “zoom” video screens people are now replacing equipment.  Do we get 

more bang, more focus and more relationship flying first class to a factory with a customer, making them feel very special?  In all reality, how 

many people do we meet at trade shows, who we did not know already?  It is hard to figure out a closing rate from trade shows because the 

leads last 5 years or more, however……. 

  

(continued on next page…) 
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(Jeff’s Thoughts continued…) 

 

 My big question is who is coming to large trade shows now and in the future?  This is not a COVID question, but a question 

about a change in the buying process driven by younger generations, with pandemic simply expediting the change in paradigm.  As the 

generations of decision makers get younger, will they just look at the screen and decide, after going to some online service for real operator 

reports and experiences on the product?  It has been researched intensely, that most of the “younger” generation has already decided what to 

buy with Web research, before ever talking to anybody from that brand.  Has the need for trade shows changed, been de-valued or have yearly 

trade shows potentially become a thing of the past?  Has that need at least created an environment where we could go to ONE industry trade 

show every 3-4 years?  We are supposed to visit trade shows to absorb new ideas and solutions which help solve workplace challenges, but 

can we really expect to see new solutions every year?  Maybe the food people need more shows than our segment, as it is tough to enjoy a 

flavor profile on a smart-phone.  Think about it, the archaic marketing tool we call a trade show was here long before e-mail, Internet, Tic-Toc, 

Zoom, Yelp,  Screen sharing etc.  Have we, driven by the younger generation, learned a better way or at least a different way, to provide 

solutions to the challenges and changes in the foodservice equipment industry?  At what point does the “new way” replace the old way, as 

opposed to simply adding further cost and time expenditures?        

  

 My brain tells me that we are losing the real need for “break the budget” trade shows.  My brain tells me we can reach who we 

have to reach, visit more factories and educate more people with that very same budget, but to a greater degree.  My emotion tells me that I 

want to see everyone a few times per year.  My emotion tells me to continue the tradition, as I have been an NRA visitor since 1984.  In the end, 

we have to use common sense and ask ourselves if it is worth it?  At some point, someone has to make the tough decision and reverse the 

trend.  Now may be the time, as most manufacturers are selling all they can produce right now, so we are going to trade shows to sell more?  Is 

the only reason for NAFEM and NRA is that both NAFEM and NRA need the show generated profits to keep their respective organizations 

financially viable?  Local shows are just about a thing of the past; do national shows follow in some way????? 

  

 Mixed feelings but it is not like we have not seen this coming for years.  Local trade shows were the canary in the mine.  Trade 

show attendance has been down for years prior to Covid, so what makes us think “the new reality” brought back trade show attendance?  Heck, 

we can party anywhere! For years, I thought trade shows were a reason to eat well and drink a tad too much, while having fun with so many 

friends.  How about an industry convention, combining “The Five Families” of CFESA, FCSI, NAFEM, MAFSI and FEDA where we have 

conventions within conventions, shared costs, shared speakers and shared revenues, while still having some the ability to separate for our 

individual meetings and activities.  Do we need the equipment and cost thereof, or do we all just need to get together to network and 

learn?  Over the past few months, I have visited several manufacturers, to grow relationship and learn new product………it is fulfilling, 

relationship building, more efficient, less cumbersome and it works!!!!!!!!!! 

  

Would love your comments back to jhessel@bsereps.com                  
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